Exhibitions: Unfolding Tales: Selections from the Contemporary Collection

Jessica Jackson Hutchins (American, b. 1971). Kitchen Table Allegory, 2010. Table, ink,
ceramic; table: 30 x 65 x 42 in. (76.2 x 165.1 x 106.7 cm); ceramic: 26 x 32 x 14 in. (66 x
81.3 x 35.6 cm). Brooklyn Museum, Gift of Edward A. Bragaline, by exchange, 2010.25a–b

Long-Term Installation
Contemporary Art Galleries, 4th Floor
The works of art in these galleries use the formal elements
of color, line, and shape to suggest narratives that reveal
themselves directly or disclose themselves more subtly over
time. The selection shows that the languages of figuration
and abstraction are equally capable of telling tales and
evoking the untold. The stories they call forth are shaped by
literature, history, film, and current events, as well as sights
and sounds encountered in daily life and nocturnal dreams.
Together, the works present a wide range of contemporary
media and materials, sometimes unconventional.
Unfolding Tales highlights recent acquisitions and presents
them alongside notable works that have entered the
collection over the past four decades. In its collecting of
contemporary art, the Museum now focuses on works of the
twenty-first century, which has seen the rise of Brooklyn as
one of the most vibrant centers of cultural production in the
world. Williamsburg, Greenpoint, and Dumbo—now
established artists’ enclaves—have given way to Red Hook,
Bed-Stuy, the Gowanus Canal, Bushwick, and Sunset Park
as frontiers that offer artists prospects for affordable studio
spaces. The Brooklyn Museum began collecting recently
created works of art in the mid-nineteenth century.
Unfolding Tales demonstrates the Museum’s continuing
commitment to living artists and to collecting distinctive art
of our time.

Tracey Moffatt (Australian, b. 1960). Untitled photogravure from the portfolio titled
Laudanum, 1998. Sheet: 30 1/8 x 22 3/4 in. (76.5 x 57.8 cm). Edition: 29/60. Alfred T.
White Fund, 1999.80.19

This image belongs to the Australian artist Tracey Moffatt’s nineteen-piece
Laudanum, a series of photogravures embracing a turn-of-the-twentiethcentury aesthetic in costume, character, setting, and medium. The title
refers to a pain reliever and sedative commonly used in the nineteenth
century. The medium, a combination of photography and etching, was
likewise popular during this time. The narrative depicts the highly charged
relationship between a white mistress and an Aboriginal servant involved in
a sensual power struggle in which their roles often reverse.

